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We are focusing on our people—their
needs, struggles, life issues, and more.
We are becoming more personcentered.

What Are
We
Learning
in this
Liminal
Space

We are expanding our vision of where
church and faith formation happens.
We’ve moved from a church-building
mindset to a multi-space approach
where faith forming happens at home,
in online spaces, in small groups, in
mentoring relationships, in independent
learning, in the world.
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We are using new approaches (and
tools, methods, and media)—many
of which have been available to us
for a decade—that the pandemic
has motivated (forced?) us to use
as integral to faith formation.

What Are
We
Learning

We are offering faith formation in
synchronous (real time) and
asynchronous (on your own time)
formats with Online and Hybrid
approaches—thereby expanding
the opportunities for people to
engage in faith forming
experiences.
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What Are We Learning
´We are making faith formation mobile—
bringing faith formation to where
people live using the new digital tools,
methods, and media. We are creating
playlists of faith forming content for all
ages.
´We are usually traditional tools in new
digital ways.
´We are using social media platforms for
connection and sharing. We are
connecting and communicating with
people of all ages, sharing and
discussing faith and spirituality,
engaging people to share what they
are learning and how they are
practicing their faith through videos,
images, stories, and more.
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How do we create a church and
plan for faith formation that is…

Adaptive
Responsive
Resilient
Flexible
Inclusive
Its time to
Reinvent
Reimagine
Innovate
in
Faith Formation
6
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Hybridity
Recognizing online actions as meaningfilled helps Christian communities to
consider our current online and in-person
reality in terms of its hybridity, rather than
in terms of digital dualism (think of online
as virtual and in person as real).
“Hybridity,” describes “the coming together
of online and offline, media and matter, or
more dynamically. . . . the interplay between
the online and offline dimension.”
Most Americans live hybrid lives because
our online and offline lives have been
integrated. Interactions online shape offline
experiences, and offline communication
and practices shape people’s online
engagement.
-Angela Gorrell, Always On
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Hybrid Christian communities embody God’s love and “make the
message believable” through meaningful conversations and
faithful habits that are both in person and mediated, that take
place at various times, and that happen in both physical and
digital spaces.
I do not think it is too daunting for Christian communities to think
about their community as being hybrid, given Paul’s letters and
specifically his use of the metaphor of the “body of Christ.” Paul’s
letters are a clear example of hybrid Christian communities, since
his letters were extensions of his in-person ministry within
particular communities and also provided mediated guidance for
those communities. It is possible to nurture a hybrid Christian
community.
Many Christian communities are hybrid Christian communities
(though they would probably not use this terminology) because
they are nurturing relationships, growing spiritually, and engaging
in ministry inperson and online. Through social media, members
are cultivating connections online that are not that different from
the relationships that prevailed before the internet and mobile
phones. (Gorrell 50-51)
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…the cathedral was not just a monumental
building, as we often think of it today, but
rather a networked, relational,
incarnational community that included
people with a surprising range of beliefs
and practices. Within premodern cathedral
grounds were breweries and bakeries,
granaries and gardens, monasteries and
markets.
Beyond the walls, the cathedral proper
extended to the forests, fields, and villages
where a diverse array of ordinary believers
found the sacred in their waking and their
sleeping, their toils and their leisure.
People lived life fully “in cathedral”—in
relationship to one another within an
expansive, everyday understanding of
“church.”
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Well, today, the places that
are “in cathedral” are both
local and digital—coffee
shops, pubs, and parks;
Facebook, Twitter, and
Instagram—as well as in the
digitally-integrated
connections people with
smartphones and tablets
make between their local
participation and their
digital networks.
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What if we were to reclaim this larger
sense of “cathedral” and “church”—one
that encompasses our daily working and
living, that includes both local spaces
like pubs, coffee shops, and parks, but
also digital gathering spaces such as
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and
YouTube?
How can we understand all of these
online and offline spaces as part of an
expansive, networked whole? And how
would this shift our practice of ministry,
our leadership, and our assumptions
about the loci of spiritual practice?
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Expanding Our Reach
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´ Hybrid faith formation is the integration of in-person
faith forming with online faith forming into one holistic
integrated experience. A program design can begin
online and then move to in-person and back to online or
it can begin in-person and continue online. Hybrid
programming can be synchronous (real time) and
asynchronous (on your own time)—thereby expanding
the opportunities for people to engage in faith-forming
experiences that are responsive to their time,
commitments, and availability.
´ We can deliver synchronous faith formation using
physical gatherings, livestreaming, video conferencing,
online courses, and online small groups. We can deliver
asynchronous faith formation using online playlists,
video and audio programs, online discussion groups,
online learning platforms, websites, and more.
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Three Approaches

Synchronous and Asynchronous
Gathered
Programming

Hybrid
Programming

Online
Programming

(church, camp,
mission trip,
retreat center,
community
places)

Gathered &
Online

(individuals,
families, small
groups)
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Hybrid Example #1
From In-Person to Online
Worship & Online Formation
• Participate in weekly worship (inperson or live streamed)
• Engage in faith forming activities using
an online playlist on Sunday’s theme:
prayers, readings, video, podcast, art,
music, creative activities,
conversations, action ideas, etc.
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Hybrid Example #2
Both Online & In-Person
“Flipped Classroom” Model

Individual or Small
Group Online

Gathered Program in
Physical Space

Playlists
Exploring the
Content
- print, audio, video,
activities

Applying the
Content:
Create – Practice Perform - Participate

The Flipped Learning Model is very helpful when it is difficult to
gather people, such as preparation for a sacrament or
milestone. We can prepare people online with the appropriate
content (experiences, activities, video/audio, and resources);
then engage them in-person for the event or program; and
sustain and apply the experience through online faith
formation.
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Hybrid “Flipped” Example
Adolescent Confirmation Program
• On Your Own: Engage young people with a
monthly learning playlist—watching videos,
reading short articles, praying, writing
reflections in a journal—on the theme.
• In a Small Group: Have young people
participate in one small group experience
(online) to discuss the content in the playlist
and what they are learning.
• In a Large Group: Involve young people in a
monthly gathering (in person) with all groups
for community sharing, interactive activities,
short presentations, and ideas for living faith.
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Hybrid Example #3
In-Person & Online with Video Meetings
• Week #1:Live Stream Presentation
• Week #2: Engage in online faith forming
experiences using a playlist on the
theme.
• Week #3: Small Groups on Zoom
• Week #4: Action Projects in Teams (in
person)
• Week #5: Group Gathering to reflect
and Debrief (in person or online)

• *Facebook group or online meeting space
leads to sustained interaction and connections
18
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Hybrid Example #4
From In-Person to Online
In-Person & Live Streamed or Video & Online
• Week #1: Meet in-person for the program.
• Week #2: Engage in online faith forming
experiences using a playlist on the theme.
• Week #3: Conduct a livestream presentation
or demonstration or prerecorded video (using
Zoom, Facebook Live, or YouTube Live) on the
theme of the month’s program.
• Week #4: Continue with the playlist learning
on the theme.
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Hybrid Example #5
Online & In-Person
Online Faith Formation +
In-Person Small Group Gatherings
• Week #1: Online learning session using a
playlist on a faith formation website.
• Week #2: Small group gatherings (10 or
fewer) to discuss and apply the learning
• Week #3: Online learning session
• Week #4: Small group gatherings to
discuss and apply the learning
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Example: Bible Study: Gospel
of Mark
Sessions

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Popularity breeds
contempt
What kind of kingdom?
Thou art all
compassion
Dense disciples
Who is he? Who are
we?
A healthy insomnia
A soldier’s epiphany
The empty tomb effect

Programming Option examples
ü

ü

ü

Gathered
ü

Large group

ü

Small group

Online
ü

Independent learning

ü

Small group learning by online
(Zoom)

Hybrid
ü

Complete the online session
on your own + meet in small
group
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Example

Our Confirmation preparation program has two
components: Once a month in-person classes and an
online study. The online study is a place for students to
develop their faith weekly by completing multi-media
lessons which include videos, reading, Saint
reflections, multiple-choice questions and online small
group discussions. Each small group has their own
online space to discuss faith topics, ask questions, and
pray for one another.
•
•
•
•
•

Class Sessions - Once a month (7 in total/year)
Online Sessions - 3 per month
“Insight” Youth Group Meetings - Attend 3 per year
Service Projects - 2 per year
Retreat - Year 1 and 2
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Designing Playlists: Learning
Process
1.
2.
3.
4.

Engage
Explore
Create
Perform/
Present

Engage the
learner

Share and
debrief the
learning

Perform /
Present the
Project

Explore the
topic

Create a
project
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Children &
Family
Playlist
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Adult Thematic
Playlist
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Michigan
Conference
UMC
Children’s
Ministry
“Faith & Family
Playlist”
Rev. Kathy
Pittenger
https://michiganumc.org/reso
urces/childrens-ministry-toolbox/faith-family-playlists
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First Presbyterian, Stillwater, OK
https://www.fpcfaithfulfamilies.com
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Learning Process Approach – Completely Online
Week 1. Engage the learner in the topic or theme (synchronous)
´ Synchronous live streamed session to “gather” the group,
introduce the topic/theme, and show how it connects to the life of
the learner. Methods: presentation, demonstration, video,
storytelling, etc.
Week 2. Explore the topic of theme (asynchronous)
´ Learners select one or more activities that go deeper into the topic
or theme. This can take many forms (video, audio, text, reading,
prayer or ritual, etc.)
Week 3. Practice and demonstrate learning (asynchronous)
´ Learners use a variety of methods to create an activity, individually
or with others in the group, that demonstrate learning. Learning
apps can provide a creative way to design an activity.
Week 4. Perform and present the project (synchronous)
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Four-Week Program Plan
Week 1 - Live In-Person Experience OR Live Stream
Presentation/Demonstration on the Theme of the
month (synchronous)
Week 2 & 3 - Home Family Experience (asynchronous)
• Individual family or groupings of families
• Online playlist of age-appropriate faith formation
activities on the theme
• Resources for parent enrichment on the theme
Week 4. Creating a Project and Sharing It
(synchronous or asynchronous)
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E-Newsletter
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Michigan Conference
UMC
Children’s Ministry
“Faith & Family Playlist”
Rev. Kathy Pittenger

https://michiganumc.org/faithfamily-playlists
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Creation Playlist (season of Creation)

https://michiganumc.org/faithfamily-playlists
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Example Resource
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Example
Justice &
Service
Month-long
Plan

1. Select a justice issue, social need,
etc. as a focus.
2. Research the issue/need: curate
learning resources and action
projects (direct aid, advocacy,
etc.).
3. Kick-off the month with a live
stream presentation.
4. Engage adults in online learning
experiences on the issue/need
(video, activities, etc.). Add a
small group option.
5. Engage in one or more action
projects for all adults or in small
groups (physical or online setting).
6. Bring everyone together (online)
to share their experience.
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Example

https://www.
stcharlespdx.org
/spiritualgrowthchallenge.html
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Example
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Some virtual
projects and
Ideas

Alpha Online
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Yale Bible Study
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Example
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Reading / Book Groups / Video Groups
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Where do you want
to innovate?
- Stop doing something
- Redesign something
- Sustain something
- Initiate something new
For Whom?
* Age Group
* Families
* All Generations
* Target Audience
With What?
* New Approach or Program
* New Methods & Media
* New Technology
* New Space or Location
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Ideas for Hybrid Design reinvent or
create
´ • Marriage preparation
´ • Baptism preparation for new parents
´ • Families with young children (0-5)
´ • Children’s faith formation with an athome component
´ • First communion preparation for parents
and whole family
´ • Confirmation preparation
´ • All adult faith formation
´ • Outreach initiatives
50
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Resources &
PowerPoint
www.LifelongFaith.
com

Go to “Hybrid”
under Webinar
Menu
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Prayer

52
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Thank you!
www.LifelongFaith.com
Go to “Planning Clinic” under Webinar or
tools and article and the recording
Catzel@churchofpresentation.org
www.churchofpresentation.org
www.presentationathome.org
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